
Be a  
responsible  
pet owner

Protect your dog from traps & protect wildlife
If you allow your dog to run at large in a resort of 
wildlife  at any time of year, you are breaking the 
law as defined under the New Brunswick Fish and 
Wildlife Act. “Running at large”, under the provincial 
Dog Regulation, means an unleashed dog in a 
public place, on private property other than the 
owner’s, or in a forest or wooded area while not in 
the company and control of the owner.  (A dog is 
not considered to be at large if engaged in hunting 
or training activities under the supervision of the 
owner or handler as specifically permitted by the 
New Brunswick Fish and Wildlife Act.)

Dogs that run at large face a greater risk of 
encountering motor vehicles, exposure to hazardous 
substances or poisons, contact with diseases from 
domestic animals or wildlife, attacks by wildlife 
or other domestic animals running at large, and 
accidental capture in legally set traps. By allowing 
your dog to run at large, you are not only putting 
your pet at risk of being injured or killed from any of 
these hazards, you may also be liable for any damage 
which results from its actions. 

When traveling in a resort of wildlife, unless your 
dog is well-trained to obey and stay close by, or 
within your sight, it should be on a leash at all times. 
Even normally obedient dogs may forget some of 
their training in unfamiliar surroundings, exposed 
to interesting scents or upon confronting wildlife. 
Letting your dog off-lead in the woods is taking a 
chance. The kindest thing you can do for your pet is 
to keep it under control. 

When you are not 
with your dog, 
make sure it is safely 
secured at home, 
on a chew-proof 
tether, in a fenced 
yard, chain-link 
kennel, or secured 
by other means of 
containment. You are 
responsible for your 
pet and its actions.



Regulations governing trapping and hunting 
• Trapping for wild furbearing animals using killing 

type traps may only be conducted between 
the last Saturday in October to the last day of 
December. (You may obtain a copy of the annual 
Hunt & Trap summary of regulations at a Natural 
Resources office or view it on-line.  ( www.gnb.ca  
Click Keyword:  Natural Resources.  Then check our 
main index.)

• Snaring for wild furbearing animals may only be 
conducted from mid-November to the last day of 
February.

• Traps or snares may be set in wildlife habitat at 
other times of the year (with permission from the 
private property owner) to deal with nuisance 
wildlife situations.

• No person shall set or place a trap or snare on 
dry land within 300 metres of a dwelling, school, 
playground, athletic field, dump or place of 
business except for the purposes of nuisance 
wildlife control on private land by the landowner 
or his/her agent.

• It is illegal to disturb any trap or snare without the 
owner’s consent.

• Most hunting seasons occur between Oct. 1 and 
the last day in February. Certain species, however, 
may be hunted at other times throughout the year 
as they are varmint species. (For example, crows 
and coyotes.)

• Private property may be posted under the Posting 
of Signs on Land Regulation under the Fish and 
Wildlife Act to restrict hunting and trapping 
activities.

• A Conservation Officer has the authority to 
destroy any dog found running at large in a resort 
of wildlife.

• While the details may vary, most New Brunswick 
municipalities and many towns have bylaws 
which prohibit dogs from running at large. (For 
details on municipal bylaws in your area, contact 
your nearest municipal office or visit their web 
site.) These regulations and bylaws are in place 
to protect the public, livestock, other domestic 
pets and wildlife from uncontrolled domestic pets 
roaming at large.

The best way to keep your dog safe
• Know when hunting and trapping seasons are 

open in your area. 

• Know who owns the land where you walk your 
dog and ask for permission from landowners. 

• Keep control of your dog at all times and do not 
allow your dog to run at large.

• Keep your dog on a leash while in wildlife habitat.

• Report dogs running at large, harassing  
or chasing wildlife.

• If you hunt with your dog or walk your dog in 
wildlife habitat during fur harvesting season, in 
areas where traps and snares may be set, carry a 
good pair of wire-cutting pliers that can be used 
to cut wire and free your dog in the unlikely event 
that it becomes captured in a snare.

• If you encounter a trap or snare, immediately leash 
your dog and carefully leave the area to avoid 
other traps that may be in the vicinity.

• Do not disturb any trap or snare and the 
surrounding area in which the trap or snare is set. 
If you believe that the trap may be set illegally, 
immediately notify the local Natural Resources 
office.

• Familiarize yourself with the methods to release a 
dog from a trap or snare. Your knowledge of these 
methods could save your dog’s life. 

Removing your dog from a trap or snare
If a dog is accidentally captured in a trap or snare 
while in the company of its owner/handler, it is 
possible to successfully remove it alive if you know 
what to do. It is essential that you understand and 
can quickly and calmly follow the steps required to 
release a dog from a trap or snare.

Your familiarity with the dog and its temperament 
may determine whether or not you will be able to 
release the dog by yourself. Remember the surprise 
and shock of being captured may cause the dog to 
become extremely excited or agitated, even to the 
state of biting at anyone who comes close to it. Your 
ability to reassure and calm the dog will be a key 
factor in securing its release. 



Body gripping traps
Body gripping traps (known as ‘Conibear type’ traps) have 
a square frame with two rotating jaws. Larger versions 
typically have two springs. These traps are designed to 
strike small to medium- sized animals in the neck or body 
and kill them quickly and humanely. Various sizes are used 
to capture animals ranging from weasels to raccoons and 
beavers. 

If a dog is accidentally captured while in the company of 
its owner/handler, it is possible to successfully remove the 
dog. To do this it is essential for you to understand and 
calmly follow the steps outlined below. 

The only way to open the jaws on these types of traps 
is to compress and secure the spring(s) on the trap. It is 
impossible to pull the jaws apart otherwise. Once the 
springs are compressed, the jaws of the trap will open freely, allowing you to release the dog. Larger body 
gripping traps are equipped with springs which may be difficult, if not impossible, to compress with your 
hands. By using a dog leash, rope or belt and following the instructions below, you will be able to create 
a crude pulley system with increased mechanical advantage, making it easier to compress and secure the 
springs with moderate effort.

Body gripping or Conibear trap
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Step 1:  
Place your foot through the loop end of the leash. 
You can also use a piece of rope or a belt, but you 
will have to make a loop in one end.

Step 2:  
Take the free end of the rope or leash and feed it 
through both eyes of the spring.

Step 3:  
Loop the rope or leash over the spring eye farthest 
away from you and feed it back through the eye 
closest to your foot.

Step 4:  
Stabilize the other side of the trap with your foot by 
standing on the lower edge of the spring.

Step 5:  
Pull up on the rope or leash with both hands until the 
spring is compressed.

Step 6:  
While still holding the rope, secure the safety hook in 
place to lock the spring in the compressed position, 
taking pressure off the jaws. If the trap has a second 
spring you will need to repeat these steps. With both 
jaws compressed, you will be able to remove the trap 
from the dog. 



Foot or leghold traps

The term 
“leghold” is 
a misnomer. 
These traps 
are designed 
to capture the 
target animal by 
the foot and hold 
it alive until the 
trapper arrives 
to remove it. The 
foothold trap 
most likely to be 
encountered in 
wildlife habitat 
is the coil spring 
foothold trap. 
While it may be 
disconcerting to 
have your dog caught in a foothold trap, accidental 
capture in such a trap is not life threatening. 
Provided you are with your dog, and are able to 
remove the trap relatively quickly, there is little risk 
of anything more than minor injury.

Your familiarity with the dog, its temperament 
and how excited it becomes while in the trap will 
determine whether or not you will be able to release 
the dog by yourself. If help is not immediately 
available, it is possible for one person to release a 
dog caught in a leghold trap. If, after attempting the 
steps below, you are unable to remove the dog from 
the trap, you may need to leave the dog and the trap 
site to seek help. You may be able to unfasten the 
trap from its anchor point (may be attached by wire 
or chain) and take the dog with the trap still on the 
dog’s foot to someone who can help you remove  
 the trap.
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Coilspring leghold trap

Step 1:  Secure your dog by pinning it to the ground or holding it in an 
upright position. Depending on the individual, the size of the 
trap, and the size of the dog, you may be able to grab both levers 
with your fingers and, using the palms of your hands, stabilize 
the bottom of the trap or base plate. Once this is accomplished, 
pull the levers of the trap toward you with your fingers using one 
continuous motion. This will release the pressure on the jaws of 
the trap enough for the dog to pull its foot free or to allow the 
foot to fall out from between the jaws of the trap. The trap jaws 
do not have to be completely opened for the dog to free its foot.

Step 2:  If the trap is too large to manipulate the levers of the trap with 
your hands, secure the trap on the ground with both springs 
pointing upward. Place the inside of your feet simultaneously 
on both levers and pivot forward using your body weight to 
compress the levers of the trap. Your weight on the levers will 
relax the pressure on the trap jaws, loosening the jaws and 
enabling your dog to pull its foot free. 

The duration of time the dog was held in the trap 
may determine the extent of its injuries. Foot or 
leghold traps are designed to hold an animal alive 
with a minimal amount of damage to the foot. If you 
are with your dog when it is caught and are able to 
release it immediately, you should expect minimal 
injury to the dog’s foot. 



Snares
Snares set for furbearers in New Brunswick are 
generally made of steel aircraft cable and are 
legally required to have a locking device, which 
prevents the snare from loosening after the animal 
is captured. As a result, the harder the animal fights 
the snare, the tighter the locking device closes. 
The intent of this design is to kill the target animal 
quickly. Due to their size, snares set for fox, coyote or 
bobcat may present a risk to dogs in wildlife habitat. 

How and where you 
let your dog run 
will determine the 
likelihood of your 
pet getting tangled 
in a snare. In general, 
hunting dogs or dogs 
which run at large 

are more susceptible to getting caught in a snare as 
they cover more ground than the average pet under 
close supervision and control. The closer your dog is 
traveling with you, the more likely you are to find it if 
it becomes entangled in a snare and the less time it 
will have to struggle and tighten the cable around its 
neck or body. 

Insert a finger between the cable and the dog’s neck so you can insert the 
wire cutters. Use a good pair of wire cutters to cut the steel cable.

Step 1:  Try to calm the dog. This will help prevent the snare from 
tightening further and allow more time to free the dog.

Step 2:  Loosen the locking device on the snare to slacken the cable 
around the neck or body and remove it from the dog.

Step 3:  If you are unable to loosen the locking device, try to cut the 
loop of the snare cable with a set of wire cutters wherever you 
can best access the cable around the neck of the dog. The best 
location is often just past the locking device on the loop. You 
may also be able to pass a finger under the cable around the 
neck to lift it away from the skin slightly and cut the snare cable 
at that point. 

Step 4:  If you are unable to directly cut the cable loop around the dog’s 
neck, cutting the cable as close as possible to the lock may allow 
you to work the lock a bit, causing this short cut-end of the cable 
to slip through the hole in the lock, loosening the cable and 
freeing your dog.

Some dogs may not struggle if caught in a snare, 
but will sit down and wait for their owner to release 
them. This behavior is far more likely in dogs that are 
regularly restrained by a collar and a leash, rope or 
chain. Dogs not accustomed to a leash or to being 
tied up, tend to fight the snare cable. If your dog is 
accustomed to spending its time loose in a kennel, 
house or your backyard, consider getting it familiar 
to being restrained by a tether. 

Never try to release a wild 
animal from a trap or snare. 
While it may look docile, it is 
not used to human contact 
and you could get seriously 
scratched and bitten. 

For more information, contact 
your local Natural Resources 
office.

Coyote snare

Snare lock


